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Eagle Boulder 1. Gorilla - 6c
From the starting crimps slap up for the large, smooth layaway 
above. Make a long reach left to a jug on the lip and then rock over 
onto the slab.

2. Gorilla Hanging - 7a
Start on the low crimp on the face and the finger edge under the lip. 
Use a combination of heel hooks and clamping to get into the start 
of gorilla and finish up this.

3. Neil's Extension - 7b
Sit at a low crimp on the face and a low side pull in the cave. Two 
hard moves to get into the hanging start.

4. Gorilla Warfare - 7a
Climb Gorilla and traverse the lip around the corner to the jugs at 
the block and mantle onto the slab.

5. Cautious Lip - 6c
Start as Gorilla and finish directly up.

6. Silverback - 7c
From the starting crimp on Gorilla, move left through the sloping 
ledge to the lone crimp on the arete and then launch to the 
protruding hold at the top.

7. King Kong - 8a
Start in Neil's extension and gain Silverback. Climb this and then 
finish around the corner in Gorilla warfare.(gorilla jug is not in).

8. Shin Sekai - 6c
Start at an edge and side pull and make a rather large dyno to an 
obvious hold just below the lip.

9. Hoops - 7c
Move up to a finger jug and make a very long rockover to the crimp 
on top of the ear feature. Move left on the lip to finish at better 
holds.

10. Bingham's Wall - 7b+
From the juggy rail gain a crimp and then reach left to the lip.

11. Dressed for Success - 7b+
An excellent, sustained traverse. Start at the jugs left of Supinator 
and traverse right, past Supinator. A difficult sequence leads to a 
finish up 2HB.
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12. Supinator - 6a
Climb the line of the crack to a crux move at the top. Bold and high, 
this problem intimidates even the hardened Dumby faithful.

13. 2HB - 6a
Use the flat crimp ledges to make a rockover move to gain the little 
undercut hold and top out using big holds.

14. A Ford Flash - 7b
Climb a small groove right of 2HB and make a long reach left to a 
good hold.

15. Torino Sun - 6b
Start on the plinth and use a right hand press to gain the side pulls 
on the left and stretch up for the jugs at the top.

16. Oceans - 7b+
Sit start on the start holds of 1990 and use a right hand press to 
gain the side pulls on the left and stretch up for the jugs at the top.

17. 1990 Traverse - 7b
Sit start on layback hold in the groove and work your way right 
through crimps to reach bigger holds. Step across and join Blue 
Meanie and top out.

18. Snappy - 6b+
Climb up to the good crimp and make a big move out left to the 
jug. Layback the rail of holds to the top. A bold climb above a rock 
ledge that you wouldn't want to fall onto.

19. Yappy - 6b+
Climb easily up to the undercut jugs and make a bold move up and 
left to top out.

20. Blue Meanie - 5
Start on the jug and move through the triangular pinch under the 
bulge to gain jugs on the bulge and finish on jugs leftward.

21. PTO - 4
Climb the short wall and bulge a few metres left of the descent 
route, with a long reach from an undercut.
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22. Rankin's Bajin - 3+
Climb the slab direct on good holds.

23. Soixante Neuf - 3+
Climb the slab direct on good holds.

24. Pas Mal - 3
Climb the slab just left of No.1 Route, joining that route.

25. Left Direct - 3
Start up Pas Mal, then climb rightwards from the ramp. 

26. No.1 Route - 3
Climbs the large left slanting ramp.

27. Centre direct - 4
Delicate climbing up the centre of the slab.

28. No. 2 Route - 4
The right trending ramp and flake gives a pleasant problem.

29. Right Direct - 3
Climb straight up from the flake of No.2 Route.

30. No.2 Direct - 4
A tiny problem, climbing the small white groove at the start of the 
overhanging wall.

31. Pullover - 5
Reach the jug on the lip and pull over using a flat hold up and left.

32. Runs on Potato Power - 7a
Start on two undercuts, slap with the right hand to crimp above and 
gain vertical side pull on left. Slap for a sloper on the lip and pull 
over.

33. Kev's Problem - 7a
Start on the twin undercuts and slap with the left hand to the crimp 
above. Continue straight up into Pullover. 

34. Bust My Chops LH - 7a
Crouch start on the ramp and move up to small crimps in next 
break and slap left for a large right facing sloper. Finish direct.

35. Bust My Chops RH - 7a+
Follow LH to second break and use small holds on lip (no jugs) to 
move up right to flat hold above and pull onto slab. 
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36. Zig Zag - 4
Start on jugs and pull onto slab. Step left onto overhanging slab 
and finish directly.

37. Double Slopers - 6a
Another variation starts lower, at an undercut (good footholds) 
moving up with a slap for the slopey lip. Finish up Zig Zag. 

38. Bampot Arete - 6b+
SS the arete form slopers to right flattie then up left to lip. Rock 
over and finish Zig Zag.

39. Bampot Traverse - 7a
Up Bampot Arete then traverse the lip and finish up Zig Zag.

40. Fouk Ye - 7b
Bampot Arete without flattie out right.

41. Tam's Route - 5+
Climbs the slightly overhanging groove 1m right of Bampot Arete.

42. Shadow - 7a+ (E5 6c)
Climb the overhanging black groove with difficulty to its top. Make a 
hard and technical move up and left to a good hold and finish up 
the small slab.

43. Trick of the Vale - 7b (E7 6c)
Climb the groove as for Shadow and move right onto a ledge. 
Continue up the centre of the wall direct, heading for the apex, to a 
difficult mantle shelf on to the dirty slab.

44. High Flyer - 6c+
From a ledge on the left side of the cave make a ridiculous leap for 
a good hold and continue to the lip of the overhang.

45. Smokescreen - 7c
Hard sequence through slopey pinches to gain jug into High Flyer.

46. Pressure - 8b
A Dave MacLeod test piece! Start at the back of the cave at a small 
pillar. Climb the horizontal roof to the jug on the lip and then join 
and finish up Smokescreen.

47. Firestarter - 8a
From the big juggy ledge move right, with the help of a really high 
heel hook, to a tiny crimp and then climb the hanging groove to the 
top.
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Home Rule Boulder 1. The Beast - 3
Climbs the bulging juggy arete facing the main wall. This route is 
also the descent off the boulder and is definitely easier going up 
than down.

2. The Brute - 4
As you can see from the photo the top out of the next 6 routes is 
rarely traveled and is in need of some serious cleaning, be warned! 
 
The wall just right of the arete is gained from the smaller of two 
rocks below the boulder.

3. Valkyrie - 4+
Climb the shallow corner above the two rocks and finish up the slab.

4. Pas Encore - 5
Climb the strenuous bulge above the larger rock and finish up the 
slab.

5. Crimp! - 6b+
Start below the obvious jutting nose. From the right side of the 
larger rock, gain a slot hold under the roof. Climb straight up, just 
left of the arete and use a flat hold and small crimp on the slab to 
pull over with difficulty.

6. More Chicken - 7a
An eliminate problem climbing the actual arete left of Head Butt. 
Starting as for the previous problem, from the slot hold, use a tiny 
edge on the nose to slap desperately up the edge of the nose. Holds 
to the left are out of bounds.

1 2 3
4 5 6
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7. Head Butt - 7a
Start at Pas Encore, but traverse right, and pull round into the corner 
on the right of the nose. Slap awkwardly up this (head used on the 
first ascent!) to finish.

8. Malky - 7b+
Using a small crimp for your right hand throw up to the sloping shelf 
and finish direct without using the Mugsy jug.

9. Mugsy (ya bass) - 7a
Another classic. Start at the jug on the lip of the cave. Jump for a 
sloping hold with your right and use a left foot heel hook on the jug 
to gain an undercut left hand and then throw for the jug up and left. 
Finish rightwards into Mestizo or left up the slab(very dirty).

10. Mugsy Traverse - 7b
Start at the left of the cave. Traverse the handrail in the roof 
rightwards and use a heel/toe lock to move up into Mugsy.
 
An extended traverse can be started from a line of good holds
behind the rocks in the depths of the cave and ups the grade to 7b+. 

11. Hokku - 8a
From the spikey just next to Sucker boulder climb the roof to gain 
Mugsy Traverse.

12. Soshu - 8a+
Extension to Hokku. Sit start at the lowest point of the suspended 
roof of the home rule boulder. Climb the lip problem rightwards and 
then follow line of good but spaced holds into the cave, on the side of 
a hanging prow. From a bat hang rest at the spiky jug finish up 
Hokku.

13. Set in Motion - 7c
Starts on an obvious three finger in cut crimp and do three desperate 
moves on crimpers to get the Mugsy Traverse rail and finish up this.

14. Spam - 7c
Start sitting pulling sideways on the big finger edge and move to the 
crimpy rail. From here move out to gain the Mugsy jugs and finish up 
this.

15. Knowledge is Power - 7b+
Start at the crimpy rail in the roof of the cave and make a hard move 
to the Mugsy jug, then follow the Mestizo Traverse to the hard move 
on the arete. Now reverse the Home Rule Low Traverse and finish up 
Home Rule.
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17. Mestizo Traverse - 7b
Start at the left of the cave and traverse right to the arete and make 
a hard move to gain this and finish up Mestizo.
 
An extended traverse can be started from a line of good holds 
behind the rocks in the depths of the cave and ups the grade to 
7b+.

18. Mestizo Sit Start - 7a+
Sit start at the bottom of the arete on a side pull and the large 
sloping pinch. Boost you left hand up to the large sloping jug and 
then heel hook at your right hand to gain Mestizo, finish up this.

19. Home Rule Low Traverse - 7a
Possibly one of the toughest 7a's at Dumby! From the right arete 
traverse left with increasing difficulty to a cross through move to 
gain Mestizo (crux). Finish up this. 

20. Home Rule High Traverse - 6b
Start up Home Rule (22) and traverse left along a line of crimps to 
gain the triangular Mestizo jugs on the arete. Finish up Mestizo. 
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21. Physical Graffiti - 6c (E4 6b)
A bold and fingery meander up the main face. Start on the left and 
climb on good crimps to finish up and right.

22. Home Rule - 6a
From a good handrail get a high foot and move through the poor 
undercut pinch to gain the high handrail. Traverse right on this to 
finish easily at the block on the arete.

23. Bob's Problem - 6a
Start just left of the arete on the horizontal edge. Pull up and catch 
the sloper beside the arete with your right then continue to the 
handrail.

24. Presence - 5+
Climbs the arete.
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25. Route Royale - 6a
An intimidating trip across the wall to the right of Presence. The 
climbing is never hard or committing, but is technical and very bold. 
Start on the edge of the platform. Traverse right across the wall 
past a groove and move up right to the arete. Rock over into a 
niche on the arete and continue easily to the top. 

26. Chicken Royale - 6c
Start sitting on the grass slope and an undercut in the cave and 
climb up and left to gain Presence.

27. Royal Arete - 6b
Climb the blunt arete directly to join Route Royale near the top. 
Bold.

28. The Whip - E2 5b
Climb the right side of the blunt arete until it is possible to use good 
holds to move rightwards into the obvious shallow groove. Climb 
this until a scary, thin move left leads to ledges and the top. 
Guaranteed to raise the pulse! Especially if you take the direct finish 
over the bulge (5c).

29. Unnamed Traverse - 6c
Start hanging from a good hold in the roof under the start of The 
Whip (or sitting down on the left). Move to a hold on the lip, then 
slap right to a huge and good side pull. Use this to climb the small 
arete and pull over on small crimps.

30. The Switch - 5+
A left slanting hanging slab between The Whip and Valhalla.

31. Valhalla - 4
The shallow fault above the junction of the two boulders. Bridge up 
the gap and use a good jug to pull onto the wall. Climb the groove 
to a technical exit. Another very bold problem.

32. The Beauty - 4
Climb the bulging wall just left of The Beast.
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Original problems used in link-ups

1  -  HEADBUTT, 7a

4 - Malky, 7b

5 - Mugsy, 7a

3 + 4 - Malky Traverse, 7b+

3 + 5 - Mugsy Traverse, 7B

6 + 5 - Spam, 7c

9 + 8 + 7 + 5  - Mugstizo, 7b+

9 + 10 - Mestizo SS, 7a+

11 + 10 - Home RULE LOW Traverse, 7a+

3 + 4 + 2 + 1 - Malkied, 7C

6 + 4 - Glasgow Kiss, 7c+

9 + 8 + 7 + 4 - Nice and Sleazy, 7c+

11 + 7 + 4 - Nice and Sleazier, 7c+

9 + 8 + 7 + 4 + 2 + 1 - Thoroughbread, 7c+

New Link-ups
8

Home Rule Link-ups explained
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Pongo Boulder 1. Skint Knuckles - 5
Use a good side pull on the right wall to layback rightwards until it is 
possible to pull over on to the big ledge.

2.1. Slap Happy - 7a
From the jug reach the slopey edge up and right and make a hard 
move to the top edge. Easy to reach, hard to hold.

2.2 Hap Slappy - 7b+
An eliminate based on Slap Happy. Take the small slopey edge with 
your left hand and then twist and pull through to the top edge.

3. In Bloom - 7c
A fingery, powerful test piece. Start at the angular hold on the left 
and traverse right along the rail of edges to span out to the Pongo 
flake. Finish up Pongo.

4.1 Mr Tickle - 8a
From the end of the In Bloom handrail get your feet high and dyno 
for the holds at the top of the Pongo crack.

4.2 Mr Tickle Extension - 8a+Traverse into Mr Tickle along In Bloom.

5. Pongo - 6c+
Jump start into the flake in the crack using a left hand on the end of 
the In Bloom rail. Climb the rest of the crack, move left and top out 
at the prominent block.

6.1. Pongo Sit Start - 8a
The original method. From the two holds just below the crack climb 
to the jammed block and either pinch or crimp the top to make a big 
span up to the flake with your left hand. Now match the flake and 
finish up Pongo.

6.2. Pongo SS (Knuckle) - 7c
New beta was found after first ascent. Climbs the original problem 
but uses a three finger jam just above the jammed block to make 
the span to the flake.

7. Pongo Arete - 7a+
Start sitting and pull to the base of the crack and then move right to 
the arete. Climb the arete and re-join the crack above the flake. 
Finish up Pongo.

8. Andy's Arete - 6c+
Sit start the right arete and climb it to its top.
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9. Buzz Saw - 7a+
Extension to Andy's Arete that starts around the corner in the small 
pocket.
 
10. Supersize Me - 8b
A Malcolm Smith link-up. Start in the pocket around the corner and 
climb left into Pongo SS (original). Climb this to the flake and then 
reverse In Bloom and Finish up Slap Happy.

11. Sorcerers Slab - 3
Climbs the left side of the slab

12. Magic Wand - 3+
Climb straight up from the start of Sorcerers Slab.

13. Slant - 3
Climbs the steep groove on the right of the slab.

14.1. Consolidated - 7b+
An excellent traverse. Start at the arete just left of Nemesis on a 
side pull and undercut. Traverse right on small holds on the lip and 
then drop down to better holds. Follow the line of parallel 
holds/ramps to the blunt arete of Cheddar Direct.

From here continue right using holds just under the lip (no hold in 
the red area marked on topo) to the triangular hold at the end of the 
face and then finish up the arete. 

14.2. Consolidated Extension - 7c
Instead of finishing up the arete drop down and match the triangular 
hold and finish right to the big jugs on the descent route.

15. Nemesis - 5
Use a poor finger jam in a small crack to slap up left to a jug and 
pull over to finish up the easy groove.

16. Narcosis - 5
Rather blind climbing up the wall to the right of Nemesis. A sitting 
start from the huge, hidden undercut is 6a.

17. Lunik - 4+
climbs the shallow groove in the centre of the face. Use a hidden in 
cut to pull into the groove, then continue directly to finish up the 
technical arete.
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18. Cheddar Direct - 4
Start at a blunt arete with a little niche in it. Climb past this until 
standing on the slab above. Move rightwards across the slab to 
finish.

19. Hard Cheddar - 5
Start at the same point as Cheddar Direct but follow holds on the lip 
of the hanging rib rightwards to finish up Juggie.

20. Big Cheese - 7c+
Sit start and pull off two very poor pinches into the small in cut edge 
and finish up Hard Cheddar.

21. Juggie - 4
Steep climbing up the arete just left of the descent passage leads to 
good jugs.
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Suckers Boulder 1. Cave Route - 6a
Start sitting down at the left arete of the face. Climb up left into the 
darkness and through the gap above without putting your back on 
the other boulder.

2. Cave Route Right Hand - 6a+
Start just left of Toto at the left arete of the face and climb direct to 
the jug using a couple of small edges.

3. PS - 3
Fight your way up the gap between the two boulders.

4. Toto - 6a+
Another Dumbarton classic. Climb the left slanting crack and use a 
small crimp out right to gain a high pinch and finish on the jug out 
left. Easy when you know how.

5. Toto Sit Start - 7a
Start sitting crossed over down on the right of Toto. Climb the small 
ledges left to gain Toto.

6. Totality - 7b+
Climb Toto SS until the crack then move right using the side pull and 
a series of small holds to a jug and top out direct. 

7. Toto Traverse - 7a+
Climb Toto SS to base of crack and continue out left and finish up on 
Toto jug.

8. The Shield - 7b+
A Dumby test piece. Pull on the shield anywhere feels possible, get 
your feet high and boost for the slopey jugs at the top with the right 
or left hand.

9. The Shield Sit Start - 7c
Pull of the ground using the shallow pocket to gain the undercut and 
finish up The Shield.

10. The Shield Right Hand - 6c
Using the undercut at the base of the shield feature and a bad 
sloper out right throw for the lip out right.

11. Redpath's Problem - 7b
Eliminate. Use the left hand power pocket and a pinch on the left for 
hands, and the square foothold and a tiny pocket just above the 
ground. Make a desperate blind slap for a tiny edge above the Power 
Pockets sloper and pull over.
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12. Power Pockets - 6c
Use the two shallow, sharp finger pockets and a low square toe edge 
to slap for a sloper on the lip and pull over.

13. Power Pockets SS - 7c+
Sit start Power Pockets. Desperate!

14. The Railings - 6a+
Start in the jug at the end of the arete then traverse the lip to pull 
over above the shield.

15. Snooker Shelf - 5a
Climb up onto the big left slanting ramp and follow it to finish up a 
groove.

16. Kneebar - 6a
Sit start to Snooker Shelf.

17. Mosca - 4a
The left arete of the slab. Approach from rear. Untraveled and dirty.

18. Antimatter - 5b
An eliminate with thin smearing up the slab left of Suckers.

19. Suckers Slab - 5b
Climb centre of slab on tiny holds.

20. Volopone - 4
Climb the thin crack.

Sucker Slab
15 16 17 18
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BNI Boulder 1. Harvester of Eyes - 3
The next three problems start from the ledge on top of the F 
boulder. This problem climbs the open groove on the left of this face.

2. Astronomy - 2
The ribs and grooves in the centre of the face are straightforward 
and give the best descent route from this boulder.

3. Deo Gratis - 4+
The wall left of the arete is straightforward, apart from one hard and 
bold move to stand on a tiny foothold.

4. Imposter Arete - 4
The high arete on the left of the huge slab gives excellent, steady 
climbing on small but good holds.

5. B.N.I - 5
Start at the base of Imposter arete and traverse across the slab to 
the obvious good foothold. Make a difficult move to swing right onto 
a small flake, then continue up and right.

6. B.N.I Slab - 5+
Traverse across the slab to the sharp foothold as for BNI, then move 
up and left and finish easily up the centre of the slab.

7. B.N.I Direct - 7b+
Start on the small crimps on the lip of the slab and pull or throw on 
a heel to reach up to a sharp hold. From here get established on the 
slab and finish direct.

8. Very Ape - 6c
Start up the squeeze descent route, then pull out right on big 
undercuts. Reach over the lip to a small finger hold and pullover 
onto the BNI slab using mono pockets. Finish up B.N.I. Direct.

9. Sanction - 8b
Climbs the left arete of the roof. Sit start at the ramp and climb 
through the roof using a combination of edges and crimps to a crux 
move to the crimp on the lip.

10. Gut Buster - 8b+
Start through the cave in the Railings jug and move down to the 
walk through cave and climb through using low holds to reach a 
knee bar at the small hanging ramp. Now climb Sanction and finish 
up Imposter Arete.
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11. Sabotage - 8a
Climb the hanging right arete of the roof from a sit start to gain a 
bad sloper on the right. A combination of heel hooks and high feet 
will help you get established on the slab and pullover. 

24. Le Tour De Technique - 7b+
From the right arete traverse the lip to the left and then mantle the 
slab to finish up imposters arete.

25. La Saboteur - 8a+
Climb Sabotage into Le Tour De Technique.

12. The Perfect Crime - 8b
From the left of the walk through cave climb through to the knee bar 
rest, as for Gut Buster, and now climb Sabotage.

13. The Elbow Basher - 7b+
From the F boulder descent span out right a small pinch to reach 
undercuts at the top of a tiny slab. Traverse these rightwards round 
the corner to finish up the crack of Good Nicks.

14. The Serum of Sisyphus - 8a+
Start as for Gut Buster on the Railings jug. From the knee bar 
traverse right into Good Nicks and finish at the halfway jugs.

15. Good Nicks - 6a+
Climb the short finger crack to its top, then make a difficult span left 
to a small triangular hold on the arete. Match this and pull onto the 
slab using the flake.Top out on B.N.I.

16. Good Nicks Sit Start - 6b
Sit start and climb to gain the crack and the start of Good Nicks.

17. You're Nicked - 7b
From the finger lock pull up to small edges directly above and make 
a hard move to the small hold on the arete. Finish up Good Nicks.

18. Pendulum - 4+
onto a ledge and climb the flake steeply on jugs. Use the block at its 
top to pull round onto the slab. High and exposed but great fun. 
(p.s. don't fall!)

19. Revelation - E4 6a
Climb the black groove on the right to Pendulum to a blind dyno.

19, 20, 21
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20. Nadjilation - E6 6b
Start standing on the razor sharp boulder under the right hand side 
of the wall. Climb the wall aggressively, using a fine hold to make a 
big lunge to the top (crux). Only a few moves, but falling off could 
be catastrophic!

21. Sugar Rush - 7b
Climbs the right back arete from a sit start.

22. Chahala - 5+
Jump to the first jug, then campus upwards to the top one. Reach 
right and pull round the arete onto the ledge.

23. Chahala Sit Start - 8a+
Sit start just right of the small boulder and power up through very 
small edges and a tiny crimp of the face to gain the original 
problem. 
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Sea Boulder 1. Gardner's Girdle - 5a
An excellent, exciting traverse when the tide is in. This problem 
traverses the boulder anti-clockwise rounds its three main faces.

2. White Streak - 6b
An eliminate problem climbing the narrow wall between the right 
arete and the short crack. Climb the wall using some very sharp 
holds, without using the arete's to either side.
 
3. Steptoe - 4c
Climb the arete without using the lump of lead.

4. Red Streak - 6a
Climb the wall just right of the arete, avoiding the lump of lead hold.

5. Chowbok - 4c
Climb the centre of the seaward face following the thin crack.

6. Erewhon - 5c
A technical start on very polished feet hold but gets easier to finish 
on jugs.

3
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7. Commercial Route - 4c
Climb the face just to the right of the arete.

8. Wednesday Wall - 4c
Climb the technical slab in the centre of the face.

9. Silver's Route - 4c
Use sides pulls to pull onto the slab.

10. Unnamed - 6b
This is an excellent sitting start to Silvers route, starting on poor 
slopey opposing side pulls, and a heel hook.
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Warm-Up Boulder 1. Left Edge - 4a
This problem, unsurprisingly, climbs the stepped left edge of the 
wall.

2. Friday's Fill - 4a
The crack on the left is awkward to start and often a little wet but 
has an excellent finish. Very popular with beginners.

3. Friar's Mantle - 5b
Another Dumby classic. Climbs the obvious ramp. One tricky move in 
the middle at the slopers for gain the spiky jug.

4. Ungava - 5a
Climbs the wall to the right of Friar's Mantle on side pulls and 
crimps. No right edge allowed.

5. Right Edge - 4c
Lay back up the right arete of the wall.

6. Low Traverse - 6a
Traverse from right to left just above the ground with some technical 
moves.
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